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DETAILED ACTION

This action is in response to the original filing of February 24, 2004. Claims 1-20 are

pending and have been considered below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

1 . The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

2. Examiner’s Note. The Applicant appears to be attempting to invoke 35 U.S.C.

112 6
th
paragraph in Claim 11 by using “means-plus-function” language. The Examiner

notes that the “means” for performing the input function in the specification includes a

key board, a track wheel, and an excape button. The input means passes the three

prong test used to determine invocation of paragraph 6. Therefore 35 U.S.C. 1 12 6
th

paragraph has been successfully invoked for the input means. However, the only

“means” for the first indicator means and the second indicator means appears to be

software supporting a graphical user interface. While these features pass the first test

of the three-prong test used to determine invocation of paragraph 6, since no other

specific structural limitations are disclosed in the specification, these features do not

meet the other tests of the three prong test. Therefore, 35 U.S.C. 1 12 6
th
paragraph

has not been invoked when considering these features.
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Examiner’s Note. The Applicant appears to be attempting to invoke 35 U.S.C.

112 6
th
paragraph in Claims 12,15-18 by using “means-plus-function” language.

However, the Examiner notes that the only “means” for performing these cited functions

in the specification appears to be software supporting a graphical user interface. While

the claims pass the first test of the three-prong test used to determine invocation of

paragraph 6, since no other specific structural limitations are disclosed in the

specification, the claims do not meet the other tests of the three prong test. Therefore,

35 U.S.C. 1 12 6
th
paragraph has not been invoked when considering these claims

below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 ‘

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

5. Claims 1 -3,6,7 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Hellebust (US 2005/0248437 A1).

Claim 1: Hellebust discloses a method including:
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a. an indication of the presence of unread electronic messages received (paragraph

001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new

(unread) message has arrived]

b. enabling scanning of the unread electronic messages received without reading

(paragraph 0002) [a small screen that displays a few short lines of text To

view each item that has been sent to the wireless device, the user generally

must through a series of screens or menus]

c. altering said indication to provide an annunciation that some of the unread

electronic messages received are new electronic messages that have been

received since the unread electronic messages received were last scanned

(paragraph 0011) [the display of the wireless device may also be updated to

reflect that a new (unread) message has arrived]

Claim 2: Hellebust discloses a method as in claim 1 above including providing a visual

display indicating the presence of unread electronic messages received (paragraph

0011) [The display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new

(unread) message has arrived]

Claim 3: Hellebust discloses a method as in claim 2 above including altering the visual

display (paragraph 001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect

that a new (unread) message has arrived]
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Claim 6: Hellebust discloses a method as in claim 3 above including adding indicia of

new unread electronic messages received (paragraph 0011) [The display of the

wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new message has arrived such as

by the display of standard or user defined icons or sounds, the display of summarized

message counts by type, or the display of the actual message itself as determined by

the message priority and user defined settings.]

Claim 7: Hellebust discloses a method as in claim 3 above including providing a visual

indication of a count of unread electronic messages received (paragraph 0017) [The

display of the wireless device could show the number of messages...]

%

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

7. Claims 4,5,8, 11 -18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Hellebust(US 2005/0248437 A1) in view of Salmimaa (US 2002/0160817 A1).

Claim 4: Hellebust discloses a method including:
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a. an indication of the presence of unread electronic messages received (paragraph

001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new

(unread) message has arrived]

b. enabling scanning of the unread electronic messages received without reading

(paragraph 0002) [a small screen that displays a few short lines of text To

view each item that has been sent to the wireless device, the user generally

must through a series of screens or menus]

c. generating an indication that new electronic messages have been received since

the unread electronic messages received were last scanned (paragraph 001 1

)

[display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new

(unread) message has arrived]

d. providing a visual display indicating the presence of unread electronic messages

received (paragraph 001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may also be updated

to reflect that a new (unread) message has arrived]

e. altering the visual display (paragraph 001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may

also be updated to reflect that a new (unread) message has arrived]

but does not disclose:

a. providing an icon indicating the presence of unread electronic messages, and,

b. altering the icon to indicate the presence of new electronic messages received.
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Salmimaa discloses altering an icon to indicate the receipt of a new message

[paragraph 0013, paragraph 0026]. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

having ordinary skill in the art for Hellebust to alter an icon to indicate the receipt of a

new message. One would have been motivated to alter an icon to indicate the receipt

of a message in order to concisely represent the receipt of a new message on the

display.

Claim 5: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose altering an icon to indicate the receipt of a

new message as in claim 4 above and Salmimaa further discloses modifying icons

“such that certain icons appear wider, taller, brighter, enhanced in color or tone, etc....”

(paragraph 0013). Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in'

the art at the time of the invention for Hellebust to alter icons corresponding to new

messages. One would have been motivated to modify icons corresponding to new

messages in order to distinguish different categories of messages from each other.

Claim 8: Hellebust discloses a method including:

a. an indication of the presence of unread electronic messages received (paragraph

001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new

(unread) message has arrived]

b. enabling scanning of the unread electronic messages received without reading

(paragraph 0002) [a small screen that displays a few short lines of text To
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view each item that has been sent to the wireless device, the user generally must

through a series of screens or menus]

c. generating an indication that new electronic messages have been received since

the unread electronic messages received were last scanned (paragraph 0011)

[display of the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new (unread)

message has arrived]

d. providing a visual display indicating the presence of unread electronic messages

received (paragraph 0011) [display of the wireless device may also be updated to

reflect that a new (unread) message has arrived]

e. altering the visual display (paragraph 001 1 ) [display of the wireless device may

also be updated to reflect that a new (unread) message has arrived]

f. providing a visual indication of a count of unread electronic messages received

(paragraph 0017) [The display of the wireless device could show the number of

messages...]

but does not disclose altering the visual display comprising at least one selected from a

group comprising: bolding, flashing, changing the size, and changing the color of the

count of unread electronic messages. Salmimaa discloses altering the visual display

comprising at least one selected from a group comprising: bolding, flashing, changing

the size, and changing the color of the count of unread electronic messages

(paragraph 0013) [modifying icons “such that certain icons appear wider, taller,

brighter, enhanced in color or tone, etc....”]. Therefore, it would have been obvious to

one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention for Hellebust to alter the
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visual display comprising at least one selected from a group comprising: bolding,

flashing, changing the size, and changing the color of the count of unread electronic

messages. One would have been motivated for to alter the visual display comprising

at least one selected from a group comprising: bolding, flashing, changing the size, and

Avti "To

changing the color of the count of unread electronic messages in erdorto Ono wotrid

haverbeen lliuttvotod -te-modify icons corresponding to new messages in order to

distinguish different categories of messages from each other.

Claim 1 1 : Hellebust and discloses a system for managing electronic messages

received, comprising:

a. A display (Hellebust: paragraph 001 1 )
[The display of the wireless device may

also be updated...]

b . a message list of electronic messages received with identification of those that

are unread (Hellebust: paragraph 0002) [However, most wireless devices are

only equipped with a small screen that displays a few short lines of text or small

graphics. To view each item that has been sent to the wireless device, the user

generally must scroll through a series of screens or menus...]

c. first indicator means on the display for indicating the presence of unread

messages (Hellebust: paragraph 0011) [The display of the wireless device may

also be updated to reflect that a new message has arrived...]

but does not disclose a second indicator means on the display comprising an

alteration to said first indicator means to provide an annunciation of the presence of
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new unread electronic messages received since the message list was last displayed.

Salmimaa discloses an indicator means on the display comprising an alteration to

said indicator means to provide an annunciation of the presence of new unread

electronic messages received since the message list was last displayed (Salmimaa:

paragraph 0013) [The display characteristics of the icons can be modified...].

Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention for Hellebust to alter said indicator means to provide an

annunciation of the presence of new unread electronic messages received since the

message list was last displayed. One would have been motivated to alter said

indicator means to indicate the presence of new messages.

Salmimaa further discloses an input means for selectively displaying the message list

on the display (Salmimaa: paragraph 0038) [a user of a terminal can modify context

values contained in the storage area using a keypad, cursor, stylus, or similar input

device]. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention for Hellebust to use an input means for selectively displaying

the message list on the display. One would have been motivated to use an input means

for selectively displaying the message list on the display because it is common to

include an input means on many wireless devices.

Claim 12: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system for managing electronic

messages received as in claim 11 above and Hellebust further discloses a system
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wherein the first indicator means comprises a count of unread electronic messages

displayed on the display in addition to the annunciation of the presence of new unread

electronic messages received (Hellebust: paragraph 0017) [The display of the wireless

device could show the number of messages].

Claim 13: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the first indicator means

comprises a count of unread electronic messages displayed on the display in addition to

the annunciation of the presence of new unread electronic messages received as in

claim 12 above and Salmimaa further discloses a system wherein the annunciation of

the presence of new unread electronic messages received comprises an alteration to

the count of unread electronic messages received (Salmimaa: paragraph 0013) [The

display characteristics of the icons ban be modified...]. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention for Hellebust to

alter the count of unread electronic messages received. One would have been

motivated to alter the count of unread electronic messages received in order to indicate

the count of new messages received.

Claim 14: Hellebustg and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the annunciation of the

presence of new unread electronic messages received comprises an alteration to the

count of unread electronic messages received as in claim 13 above and Salmimaa

further discloses a system wherein the alteration to the count comprises at least one of:

bolding the count, flashing the count, changing the size of the count and changing the
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color of the count (Salmimaa: paragraph 0013) [The display characteristics of the icons

can be modified such that certain icons appear wider, taller, brighter, enhanced in color

or tone, etc.]. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention for Hellebust to alter the count by at least one of: bolding

the count, flashing the count, changing the size of the count and changing the color of

the count. One would have been motivated to alter the count by at least one of: bolding

the count, flashing the count, changing the size of the count and changing the color of

the count to make the count indication more readily apparent.

Claim 15: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the alteration to the count

comprises at least one of: bolding the count, flashing the cbunt, changing the size t)f the

count and changing the color of the count as in claim 12 above (Salmimaa: paragraph

0013) [The display characteristics of the icons can be modified such that certain icons

appear wider, taller, brighter, enhanced in color or tone, etc.]. The indicia are indicated

by making the icons appear wider, taller, brighter, enhanced in color or tone, etc. as in

claim 1 1 above.

Claim 16: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the first indicator means

comprises a count of unread electronic messages displayed on the display in addition to

the annunciation of the presence of new unread electronic messages received as in

claim 12 above, and Hellebust further discloses a system wherein the annunciation of

the presence of new unread electronic messages received since the message list was
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last displayed comprises means altering the message icon but do not disclose

(Hellebust: paragraph 0013) [The display characteristics of the icons can be modified...]

as in claim 12 above, but neither reference discloses a message icon on the display

adjacent the count of unread electronic messages received. However, It would be

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add a

message icon on the display adjacent the count of unread electronic messages to

Hellebust. One would have been motivated to add a message icon on the display

adjacent the count of unread electronic messages to Hellebust so that the message

icon could be displayed proximate to the count icon, thereby making it easier to read

both icons simultaneously.

Claim 17; Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the annunciation of the

presence of new unread electronic messages received since the message list was last

displayed comprises means altering the message icon as in claim 16 above and

Salmimaa further discloses a system providing alteration to the message icon

comprises at least one of: bolding the icon, flashing the icon, changing the size of the

icon and changing the color of the icon (Salmimaa: paragraph 0013) [The display

characteristics of the icons can be modified such that certain icons appear wider, taller,

brighter, enhanced in color or tone, etc.]** u A-bavf.

Claim 18: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a system wherein the first indicator means

comprises a count of unread electronic messages displayed on the display in addition to
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the annunciation of the presence of new unread electronic messages received as in

claim 12 above and Hellebust further discloses a system wherein the second indicating

means further comprises a second count, which is the count of the new unread

electronic messages received (paragraph 0017) [The display of the wireless device

could show the number of messages...]

8. Claim 9 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hellebust

(US 2005/0248437 A1) in view of Salmimaa (US 2002/0160817 A1) as applied to claim

7 above, and further in view of Cowart (Mastering Windows 95).

Claim 9: Hellebust and Salmimaa disclose a method for providing an icon to indicate the
-i %. 4K

presence of unread electronic messages (Hellebust: paragraph 0011) [The display of

the wireless device may also be updated to reflect that a new message has arrived such

as by the display of standard or user defined icons or sounds...] along with the visual

indication of the count of unread electronic messages (Hellebust: paragraph 0017) [The

display of the wireless device could show the number of messages..], and altering at

least one of the icon and the count (Salmimaa: paragraph 0013) [The display

characteristics of the icons can be modified...] as in claim 7 above, but do not disclose

providing an unread mail icon indicating the presence of unread electronic messages.

Cowart discloses providing an unread mail icon indicating the presence of unread

electronic messages (Cowart: figure 15.10). Therefore, it would have been obvious to

add providing an unread mail icon indicating the presence of unread electronic

messages to Hellebust. One would have been motivated to provide an unread mail icon
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indicating the presence of unread electronic messages in Hellebust in order to

distinguish email messages from other types of messages.

Claim 10: Hellebust, Salmimaa and Cowart disclose a method for providing an unread

mail icon indicating the presence of unread electronic messages as in claim 9 above

and Hellebust further discloses a method wherein altering the display comprises

adding to the visual display a second count of the new unread electronic messages

since the last scan (Hellebust: paragraph 0017) (The display of the wireless device

could show the number of messages...].

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to John M. Heffington whose telephone number is (571)

270-1696. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon - Fri (Alternate Fridays off)

7:30 - 5:00 EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Jim Myhre can be reached on (571) 270-1065. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

JMH Jsrrtes Myhre
3/12/07 /Supervisory Patent Examiner


